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Abstract: 

Banks are enjoying a dominant position in the Indian financial sector and they are not 

merely economic entities but also engines of economic growth and social transformation. The 

Indian banking landscape is a full of vast opportunities and challenges. In the wake of 

globalization of Indian Economy, Indian banking has been in recent times, characterized by 

the pursuit of a seamless presence across markets. However the mazes of challenges for 

Indian banks require them to efficiently explore economies of scale and scope for revenue 

growth and cost control. In the wake of liberalization the banks have benefited immensely 

from the market dynamics and adopted universal banking to foster stability, scope for 

revenue growth, cost control and operational effectiveness.  

Approaching the target market and retaining and serving the customers with 

appropriate product and services by strengthening the supply chain is now a days the win-

win strategy of organizations. The banking sector as a whole is not an exception to that. 

Commercial banks extend financial assistance or credit facilities, in many ways. In the 

modern economy, credit has become an important factor for the development of the country. 

The most dynamic aspect of banking today is changing customer preferences and the demand 

for multi-products and efficient services at the flick of the finger. How can we expect the 

banking system to reach large numbers of low income families if the banks lose money when 

issuing micro-loans. Essentially, lending by banks to low income clients takes place up to the 

point at which the marginal return curve for the bank management(in terms of political 

goodwill) crosses the marginal cost curve of the bank in terms of the financial losses incurred 

in lending to the poor. Traditionally micro-credit was focused on providing a very 

standardized credit product. The poor, just like anyone, need a diverse range of financial 

instruments to be able to build assets, stabilize consumption and protect themselves against 

risks. The concept of micro credit has therefore broadened much to the needs of the poor. 

A brief overview of banking system, expansion of branches and services of banks to 

the poor and needy section has been highlighted. 
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The Indian Banking System 

 The RBI is the central bank of the country. The main functions of a central bank are 

broadly same all over the world, namely, acting as the note issuing authority, being the 

bankers‟ bank and the banker to the government.  There are two types of banks namely-

scheduled banks and non-scheduled banks. Scheduled banks are those banks which come 

within the purview of the regulatory framework of RBI and non-scheduled banks are those 

banks which do not come within the purview of the regulatory framework of RBI. 

Scheduled Banks 

Commercial banks which are further classified as – 

a)  Public Sector Banks- Public Sector Banking in India consists of 19 nationalized banks 

besides the state bank of India and its seven associate banks. 

b)  Private Banks- Private sector banking received a shot in arm with the announcement 

of the New Economic Policy. There are 32 banks -- the 22 old and 10 new. 

c)  Foreign banks- The Foreign banks in the private sector are branches of those banks 

which are headquartered in foreign countries. There are 36 such banks.  

 

Co-operative Banks have been constituted by different states under various acts related to 

co-operative societies of various states. These banks have 3 Tier systems –State Co-operative 

Banks at state level, District Co-operative Banks at district level and Primary Credit Co-

operative Societies at village level. 

 

Non-Scheduled Banks:  There is an unregulated segment of the financial structure or an 

informal market known as non-scheduled banks. It comprises of moneylenders, friends and 

relatives, indigenous bankers. This segment still finances about 40% of the credit needs of 

farm and non-farm enterprises, and households. 

 Financing System:    It is well-recognized that the financial sector plays a critical 

role in the development process of a country. Financial sector performs the basic 

economic function of intermediation  i.e., transfer of 

 Size  
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 Maturity  

 Risk  

 Asset-liability  

Role of Banks  

To meet the diverse financial needs of rural masses is a big challenge, which requires 

improving the system of providing an easy access to credit. Financial markets serve poor 

people badly as they don‟t have collateral and therefore are often neglected. High transaction 

costs and physical access to banking services in low population density makes the situation 

even worse. Finance is a very effective tool in providing economic opportunity and fighting 

poverty. Without access to credit, one avenue of opportunity i.e. self-employment is shut off. 

As a result the living condition of poor becomes worse. 21.8% (as per NSSO data for 2004-

05) of India‟s population lives below poverty line, which indicates the government, must put 

in more efforts to let the poor avail the basic necessities of life.  

 

The major part of India‟s population depends on agriculture for subsistence; the 

majority of which are marginal farmers (small farmers) or landless farmers. They need a wide 

range of financial services for meeting their varied consumption needs. They can access 

finance from three major sources: -  

 Formal source such as commercial banks, Post Office Network, Cooperative Banks & 

others. These sources show lack of interest in providing financial support to the poor 

people because of high risk involved in the recovery of the funds. Even poor people don‟t 

find it attractive, as they demand for collateral, which they don‟t have, and because of 

high transaction costs involved in raising finance.  

 Informal Source such as moneylenders, friends, relatives. Still most of the marginal 

farmers depend on this source because of easy availability of the funds. They usually 

charge high rate of interest but still are more popular among the poor rural households as 

they provide flexible services. 

 

              In a planned economy like India which primarily aims to ameliorate the conditions 

of the rural poor through creation of employment opportunities, improvement of skills and 

productivity of land and labour, banks are expected to play an active role in development 
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irrespective of how they come-up, who own them and what they were doing up to now. The 

organization of co-operative credit system, the emergence/conversion of Imperial Bank of 

India into State Bank of India introduction of social control over banks and latter, the 

nationalization of major banks were to ensure that the banks no longer remained unconcerned 

with the needs of planned development but played an active role in improving the 

productivity of human and natural resources in India, in the development of rural sector and 

for the uplift of poorer sections of society. The role of banks in the present context has to be 

viewed from this basic consideration. 

 

            The banks cannot have the same objectives as those of the national plan. Irrespective 

of at what stages our planning process stands or the detailed contents of the on going five-

year plan the principal objectives of national planning in India have always been and continue 

to be for a long time to come, the removal of unemployment and under-employment through 

creation of additional employment opportunities. For this purpose, banks provide necessary 

technical and financial help so that (a) requisite assets are acquired by the poorer sections of 

the population, (b) their skills are improved so that their productivity increases and (c) 

institutional support is given to those who require it most. From these objectives, the main 

content of developmental role of banks in the rural sector is as follows.  

(i)  All bank loans are to be part and parcel of total development programming under the 

national five-year plan.  

(ii)  Loans are to be given for labour intensive schemes, which generate employment. 

(iii)  Loans are given to generate productive assets and increase the existing assets 

particularly of land so as to reduce under-employment and bring about increased 

income levels, and  

(iv)  Loans are given to the weaker section (marginal and small farmers, agricultural 

labourers, rural artisans, and members belonging to scheduled casts and scheduled 

tribes.) for productive purposes with some consumption component so that their 

productive efficiency does not suffer due to lack of adequate maintenance income.  

While the banks will have to keep in mind the basic needs to assist increased 

production,   the role of banks is to promote various development programmes and resource 

mobilization in the rural sector. The various development programmes could be group-

oriented in which loans for group activity may be required or individual oriented in which 
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individuals have to be assisted by loans to undertake investment on his own. The areas in the 

command of irrigation projects that require compact area approach, lift irrigation schemes 

which are group based and individual investment schemes like tube well or purchase of pair 

of bullocks require different systems of handling. Development programme will also 

encompass investment lending to add to the productive assets or to improve the productivity 

of the existing assets such as development of land by leveling and bounding. Development 

also includes bank loans for improving production with the help of larger and more modern 

inputs. In this way, development efforts would call for primarily investment lending for 

creation of assets and secondly for augmenting production from the existing assets as also 

from additional assets created through investment lending. In the Indian context, 

development lending has to be in line with the aims, objectives and programme enunciated in 

the five-year-plans. Thus, bank lending for rural development in India should mean a 

complementary role by the banks to assist in the implementation of plan programme. Rural 

banking, in this sense, becomes a handmaid of overall development planning for the rural 

sector. Apart from production and investment loans to increase production and incomes, even 

schemes for infrastructure development where charges can be levied become bankable 

propositions. 

           Credit activities which are undertaken on an individual basis, in an adhoc manner 

without containing them into the overall plan programme and linking them with infrastructure 

development, will only result in the misuse of scarce resources and debt becoming a burden 

instead of a benefit to the borrower. The danger of credit becoming a burden rather than an 

instrument for upliftment is greater in respect of loans to the vulnerable sections of the rural 

community. Since the poorer groups constitute the largest number, the national objective is 

naturally to take up development programme for improving the lot of these groups. So banks 

too will have to take the poorer groups as their main targets for development assistance. 

When it comes to assisting the poor, the connotation of banking in the rural areas takes a 

different form. No longer can banking be considered as purely commercial where the banks 

will decide to assist only those who will be able to make the best use of money lent and repay 

the loans taken. The role of banks in this situation gets widened and it becomes social 

banking which would only mean that the banks have to help the socially backward groups not 

only by providing money but also by arranging for supporting services so that the borrower 

gets all the inputs required and technical guidance to make proper use of loans. This kind of 

credit system is really the crux of rural banking in India. 
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Banking Developments in India in Relation to Micro-credit 

In India, development of banks started after independence as before independence the 

British had not paid attention to the economic development of our country. 

For the economic development of any country the Banking System of that country 

plays a very significant role. The banking Development in India can be well studied in two 

parts namely: - 

 Banking Development before Independence 

 Banking Development after Independence 

 

Banking Development before Independence 

Banking in India originated in the last decades of the 18th century. The first banks were The 

General Bank of India which started in 1786, and the Bank of Hindustan, both of which are 

now defunct. The oldest bank in existence in India is the State Bank of India, which 

originated in the Bank of Calcutta in June 1806, which almost immediately became the Bank 

of Bengal. This was one of the three presidency banks, the other two being the Bank of 

Bombay and the Bank of Madras, all three of which were established under charters from the 

British East India Company. For many years the Presidency banks acted as quasi-central 

banks, as did their successors. The three banks merged in 1921 to form the Imperial Bank of 

India which, upon India's independence, became the State Bank of India. 

At least 94 banks in India failed between 1913 and 1918 as indicated in the following 

table: 

Table: 1.1: No. of Banks Failed 

Years 

Number of 

banks 

that failed 

Authorised 

capital 

(Rs. Lakhs) 

Paid-up Capital 

(Rs. Lakhs) 

1913 12 274 35 

1914 42 710 109 
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1915 11 56 5 

1916 13 231 4 

1917 9 76 25 

1918 7 209 1 

Source: Wikipedia 

 

Banking Development after Independence 

The partition of India in 1947 adversely impacted the economies of Punjab and West 

Bengal, paralyzing banking activities for months. India's independence marked the end of a 

regime of the Laissez-faire for the Indian banking. The government of India initiated 

measures to play an active role in the economic life of the nation, and the Industrial Policy 

Resolution adopted by the government in 1948 envisaged a mixed economy. This resulted 

into greater involvement of the state in different segments of the economy including banking 

and finance. The major steps to regulate banking included: 

 

 In 1948, the Reserve Bank of India, India's central banking authority, was         

nationalized, and it became an institution owned by the Government of India. 

 In 1949, the Banking Regulation Act was enacted which empowered the Reserve Bank of 

India (RBI) "to regulate, control, and inspect the banks in India." 

 The Banking Regulation Act also provided that no new bank or branch of an existing 

bank could be opened without a license from the RBI, and no two banks could have 

common directors. 

However, despite these provisions, control and regulations, banks in India except 

the State Bank of India, continued to be owned and operated by private persons. This 

changed with the nationalization of major banks in India on 19 July 1969. 

The RBI was nationalized on January 1, 1949 in terms of the Reserve Bank of India 

Act, 1948. By the 1960s, the Indian banking industry had become an important tool to 
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facilitate the development of the Indian Economy. At the same time, it had emerged as a large 

employer, and a debate had ensued about the possibility to nationalize the banking 

industry. Indira Gandhi the-then Prime Minister of India expressed the intention of the GOI 

in the annual conference of the All India Congress Meeting in a paper entitled "Stray 

thoughts on Bank Nationalization”. The paper was received with positive enthusiasm. 

Thereafter, her move was swift and sudden, and the GOI issued an ordinance 

and nationalized the 14 largest commercial banks with effect from the midnight of July 19, 

1969. 

A second dose of nationalization of 6 more commercial banks followed in 1980. The 

stated reason for the nationalization was to give the government more control of credit 

delivery. With the second dose of nationalization, the GOI controlled around 91% of the 

banking business of India. Later on, in the year 1993, the government merged New Bank of 

India with Punjab National Bank. It was the only merger between nationalized banks and 

resulted in the reduction of the number of nationalized banks from 20 to 19. After this, until 

the 1990s, the nationalized banks grew at a pace of around 4%, closer to the average growth 

rate of the Indian economy. 

Expansion of Banks Branches in India 

Table:1.2: Banks Branches in India as on 31
st
 March 

(In numbers) 

Year Total Bank Branch Growth Rate 

1969 8321 0 

1980 34588 28.70 

1989 57197 7.30 

1997 63513 1.40 

2001 67525 1.58 

2005 69969 0.90 

2009 82897 - 
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2013 109811 - 

Source: RBI Bulletin  

The above table 1.2 shows the expansion of bank branches over the decades. As it can 

be seen that in the year 1969 the total bank branches in India were 8321 which increased to 

57197 in the year 1989 further to 67525in 2001 and in the year 2005 the total branches 

reached to 69969. Thus it can be concluded that the banking industry has expanded 

immensely.  

Micro-credit for Macro Impact on Poverty  

The banking sector is regulated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) under the 

provisions of Banking Regulation Act 1949.There are 27 nationalized banks, 35 private 

commercial banks and 29 foreign commercial banks, with around 35000 branches in all. In 

addition, there are 196 Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) with about15000 branches. Further, 

there 28 state cooperative banks with around 650 branches, and 361 district cooperative 

banks with nearly 11000 branches. In addition, there are urban cooperative banks working in 

urban areas. With a view to focus on banking services in the rural areas, and particularly for 

agriculture and related fields, the National Agriculture and Development Bank (NABARD) 

was created in 1982. The NABARD overseas and supervises the functioning of RRBs and 

rural cooperative banks, while commercial banks and urban cooperative banks continued to 

be supervised by the RBI. 

Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) 

The RRBs were set up in 1976, especially with a view to meet the credit requirements 

of the weaker sections of the society living in rural areas, such as small and marginal farmers, 

agricultural labourers, rural artisans, and people involved in petty trades, etc. There are 196 

RRBs, together covering 427 of the more than 500 districts in the country. The RRBs prepare 

their area-specific programme of micro lendings and after assessing the present and potential 

credit requirements conduct techno-economic survey. These banks are sponsored by various 

commercial banks in different districts. The sponsor bank deputes the chairman and pays his 

salary. RRBs have 14,547 branches. 

Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) 

SIDBI started operations in the field of micro-finance in 1994. Its objective was to 

strengthen SHG‟s and provide micro-credit to the rural poor and women for taking up 
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industrial activities at micro level. SIDBI also provides grant assistance to NGOs for 

enhancement of the credit absorption capacity of the borrower. The loan limit per member is 

Rs 10,000/-. SIDBI also provides bulk finance to large NGOs, which, in turn, on-lend to the 

grass root level NGOs or SHG‟s. Till December 1998, it had provided loans of Rs. 18 crores 

to 121 NGOs benefiting 112000 persons in 23 states. Recently, SIDBI has formed a Micro-

Finance Foundation with a corpus of Rs.100 crores specifically for support to micro-finance. 

The Cooperative Structure operates in three tiers, i.e., State, district and village. At the 

State level, there is the Apex Cooperative Bank, which accesses funds to the level 

cooperative banks, which, in turn, provide funds to the Primary Agricultural Cooperative 

Societies (PACS) at the village level. PACS are permitted loans to the extent of only 10 times 

their savings or margin money. There are 90,000 PACS in the country which are engaged in 

financing for productive purposes. In the rural areas, cooperative institutions enjoy some 

concessions which are not available to the normal commercial banks. Although the coverage 

of the PACS is quite large, their working is not uniformity good. Financial mismanagement, 

failure to mobilize local savings, inability to recover dues, and politicization of their 

functioning are some of the known maladies the PACS suffer from. Often the loan recipients 

are not only most needy, but more powerful also. 

By far the most important steps taken by RBI and NABARD in respect of micro-

credit are: 

1. Their involvement with IRDP; 

2. Support to tiny enterprises and agriculture under priority sector lending programme 

through RRBs;  

3. The adoption of self-help groups (SHG) – bank linkage programme;  

4. Collaboration and support to cooperative banking. 

 

 Some of the major instruments of micro credit commonly employed by the 

banking sector for poverty alleviation have been discussed in the forthcoming segment:- 

 Kisan Credit Card 

 Swaranjayanti  Gram Swarozgaryojna 

 Self Help Groups 
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Apart from these common schemes, banks have initiated their individual schemes at 

their level. They provide small amount of loans for various activities such as rickshaw 

pulling, weaving, fishing, opening shops etc. PNB, the lead bank of Haryana for e.g. has its 

own schemes such as PNB Kalyani Card Scheme, PNB Swarozgar Credit Card Scheme 

where it provides a maximum credit of Rs. 50,000 to poor at a nominal rate of interest which 

is less than 2.5% with no collaterals. There are number of such schemes in Haryana 

introduced by the banking industry.  

 

KISAN CREDIT CARD AND BANKS 

KCC: The genesis 

Financing the agriculture has been a gigantic task for banks in India. Ensuring 

timeliness and adequacy of credit to farmers have post the most serious challenges to banks 

engaged in financing agriculture. NABARD has been playing a proactive and catalytic role in 

guiding the banks to meet the emerging challenges. Towards this end, several innovative 

strategies have been evolved by NABARD. The instrument of Kisan Credit Card (KCC) is 

one of the key products developed to improve the farmer‟s accessibility to banks credit, 

simplify credit delivery mechanism and provide more flexibility in use of credit. Model 

scheme of Kisan Credit Card formulated by NABARD in 1998-99 is being implemented in 

all the states and union territories. About 1.94 croreKisan Credit cards have been issued 

upto31 October 2001 by the banks throughout the country. It is envisaged that every eligible 

agricultural farmer would be provided with a Kisan Credit Card by 31
st
 March, 2004. 

The Objectives: 

As a pioneering credit delivery innovation, Kisan Credit Card Scheme aims at 

providing adequate and timely credit support from the banking system to the farmers for their 

cultivating needs including purchase of inputs in a flexible, hassle free and cost effective 

manner.  

Salient Features: 

 Eligible farmers will be provided a Kisan Credit Card and a Pass Book or a Card-

cum-Passbook. 

 Revolving cash credit facility allowing any number of drawls and repayments within 

the limit. 
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 Entire production credit needs for full years plus ancillary activities related to crop 

production to be considered while fixing limit. In due course, allied activities and non 

farm short term credit may also be covered. 

 Limit to be fixed in the basis of operational and holding, cropping pattern and scales 

of finance. 

 Seasonal sub limits may be fixed at the discretion of banks. 

 Limit valid for 3 years subject to annual review. 

 As incentive for good performance, credit limits could be enhanced to take care of 

increase in costs, changing in cropping pattern, etc. 

 Operations may be through issuing branches/PACS or through other designated 

branches at the discretion of bank. 

 Withdrawals through slips/cheques accompanies by card and passbook. 

 Personal Accident Insurance of Rs 50,000 for death and permanent disability and Rs 

25,000 for partial disability available to Kisan Credit Card holder at any premium of 

Rs 15 per annum. 

 

Conclusion: 

The efforts of the banking industry are clearly visible on perusal of the above study. 

The numbers of bank branches all over have shown an excellent augment. The number of 

branches for all the banks has been on the rise in the study area for last few decades. Apart of 

the expansion of branches, the banking industry has expanded its service base by including 

the low income source people through various schemes. Therefore it can be concluded that 

the expansion of the bank branches is an ample proof of the increasing interest shown by the 

banking industry in helping the people out of poverty though earning profits for themselves at 

the same time in a win-win situation.Though the banking sector is leaving no stone unturned 

to uplift the larger section of the resource less people out of their perpetual state of poverty 

which they so far had thought to be destined for them, but still there are certain loopholes in 

the planning of the industry which might neutralize the good efforts done so far. 
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